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Linked lists are a first class data structure that you’ll use frequently
throughout this book and as you are writing programs in Haskell. In the last
chapter you were introduced to the basics of Haskell’s syntax and learned
how to create some simple lists. In this chapter you’ll learn more about how
to work with lists using high order functions like map and foldr, how to write
recursive functions over lists effectively using pattern matching, and finally
you’ll learn about how to deal with streaming data, generators, and infinitely
long lists by exploiting Haskell’s laziness.

Writing Code Using Lists
As you saw in the last chapter, lists of values are enclosed in square brackets,
and separated by commas. We can make lists of any type we want, but a list
can only hold a single type. Here are some examples of different types of lists.
Try creating them in ghci:
λ listOfNums = [ 1, 2, 3]
λ listOfFloats = [1.1, 2.2, 3.3]
λ listOfStrings = ["hello", "world"]

You can get the nth element of a list using the (!!) operator. List indicies start
at 0:
λ let words = ["foo", "bar", "baz", "fizz", "buzz"]
words !! 0
"foo"
λ words !! 4
"buzz"

You need to be careful to not accidentally try to take an index that’s larger
than the length of a list:
λ words !! 5
"*** Exception: Prelude.!!: index too large

We’re not limited to just single values; you can also create lists of lists:
λ nums = [[1,3,5],[2,4],[0]]
λ strings = [["hello", "good morning"], ["so long", "farewell"]]

We can create empty lists with just an opening and closing bracket, like this:
[].
A list can only hold a single type of value. Because of this, you can’t have a
list with lists of different types. It would be an error, for example, to say:
λ badList = [[1,2,3],["one,"two","three]]
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Lists, like all other Haskell values, are immutable. Although you can’t change
the value of a list, you can efficiently construct lists by prepending a new
element to the start of an existing list. The process of adding a new element
to the beginning of a list is called “cons”ing, and the operator we use to add
an element to the front of a list, (:), is generally pronounced “cons” as in
“construct”. This style of prepending an element to the beginning of a list is
so ubiqutious that when someone says that they are “adding an element to
a list” you should assume they are prepending it unless they say otherwise.
Let’s look at a couple of examples of constructing lists using (:). Try typing
out these examples yourself to see what the generated lists look like, and to
get more used to creating lists.
λ
λ
λ
λ
λ

1 : [2,3]
1 : 2 : [3]
1 : 2 : 3 : []
[1,2,3] : []
[1] : [2] : [3] : []

Although you can append elements to a list with (<>), it’s far more common
in Haskell to build our lists by prepending elements with (:). In fact,
prepending elements is so common that it’s not unusual to see functions
where an entire list be built backwards only to be reversed at the end before
being returned. The reason for this is that in an immutable language,
prepending an element to a list is much more efficent than appending an
element to the end. Later on on page ? you’ll learn how to create list like
data structures yourself, which will help you better understand the details
of why prepending is more efficient than appending to lists.
However you approach creating a list, in the end it comes down to putting
one element in front of another. When you add an element to the front of a
list, we call the part that you are adding the head of the list. In fact, a common
alternative phrase cons-ing is to push an element onto the head of a list.The
list that you are adding the element onto becomes the tail.
head : tail

The tail of a list is itself either any empty list, or a list with its own head and
tail, so you can also look at a list as a series of heads preceding a final empty
list:
head : tail = head : (head : (head : ... : []))

Head and tail aren’t just the terms that we use to talk about parts of a list.
The head and tail functions let you deconstruct a list and get the first element
and the rest of the elements back out of a list you’ve constructed. Let’s look
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at some examples of using head and tail so you can get a feel for how they
work:
λ head
1
λ tail
[2,3]
λ head
2
λ tail
[3]
λ tail
[]

[1,2,3]
[1,2,3]
(tail [1,2,3])
(tail [1,2,3])
[1]

The head and tail functions are quite useful when you need to get at different
parts of a list that you’ve built, but some caution is necessary with these
functions. Both head and tail are partial functions. A partial function is a function
that doesn’t work for all of its possible inputs, and might raise a runtime
exception or cause the program to crash. In the case of head and tail, these
functions will cause a runtime exception if you use them on an empty list:
λ head []
*** Exception: Prelude.head: empty list
λ tail []
*** Exception: Prelude.tail: empty list

In on page ? you’ll learn anther way to get the head and tail of a list that
doesn’t risk raising these exceptions, and later in this book you’ll learn how
to handle runtime exceptions. In the meantime, take care to make sure you
check first to see if a list is empty before using these functions. You can check
for an empty list with equality:
listIsEmpty list =
if list == []
then putStrLn "this list is empty"
else putStrLn ("the first element of this list is: " <> show (head list))

Alternatively, you can use the null function, which will return True if a list is
empty, and False otherwise:
listIsEmpty' list =
if null list
then putStrLn "this list is empty"
else putStrLn ("the first element of this list is: " <> show (head list))
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